-------- Original message -------From: Joseph Camp
Date: 01/05/2014 8:22 AM (GMT-05:00)
To: Susan M Basko, Kirsten O
Subject: Re: please remove arrest warrant posting
I just removed it, I was able to do so from my phone. It is no longer up, Once Kirstin diactivates
it. I will shut it down from my phone as well.
-------- Original message --------

On Sun, Jan 5, 2014 at 7:11 AM, Joseph Camp <anamericanhostage@gmail.com> wrote:
I posted the warrant way before I gave up control of my acct. I deactivated with it up. I am sorry.
Kirstin didn't post it.

-------- Original message --------

On Jan 5, 2014 6:10 AM, "Susan M Basko" <suebaskomusic@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Kir and Joseph,
I just now went and looked at @josephacamp and there is posted an old arrest warrant for Neal
Rauhauser. Please delete this asap.
First, I am fielding emails from Neal as Joseph's social media attorney and do not want any other
communications made at, by or about Neal.
Second, riling up Neal when he is already riled up is unproductive.
Third, Neal seeks vengeance and is already seeking it against Joseph and now against
me. Kirsten, if you posted the warrant I have to ask you to delete it asap and do not post
anything else on the account, please. I am shocked this was posted at this time when i am
dealing with nonstop emails from Neal and while Joseph is being harassed and
threatened. Threatening Neal in return does not make him nicer.
Fourth, the warrant is most likely old. Neal has truly been the victim of stalking by a woman in
New Jersey. This is probably related to that.

Fifth - DO UNTO OTHERS as you would have them do unto you. I am trying to deal nicely
with Neal and there is no reason to agitate him.
Sixth - I am actually pretty appalled this warrant was posted and think it has caused Joseph
great damage, and myself as well. I am helping Joseph but I cannot have this sort of thing going
on behind my back and harming the work I am doing.
7 - I have dealt with Neal extensively for 2 years now. I can tell you that posting that warrant is
the stupidest thing that could have been done at this time.
-- Sue

Sue Basko, Lawyer for Indepedent Media
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
LEGAL INFO: http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com
MUSIC & FILM LAW BLOG: http://suebasko.blogspot.com

-------- Original message --------

From: Susan M Basko <suebaskomusic@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Jan 17, 2014 at 9:44 PM
Subject: Re: Joseph took his email account
To: Kirsten Olson
Hello,
Yes, I got emails from Jay Leiderman very upset about something he thinks Joseph is posting,
etc.
I told Joseph to please delete whatever accounts and we can work on his life story.
There seems to be something wrong with him.
ANOTHER real possibility, and I hope you will keep this between you and me, is that he may be
working for the Feds as some sort of undercover. I honestly do not know and have never known
from the start. I trusted him, but a lot of his behavior pointed in this sort of direction. I just don't
know why he is acting against himself
-- Sue

This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Delivery of this
message to any person other than the intended recipient(s) does not in any way waive privilege
or confidentiality. The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom
or which it is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly prohibited.
Sue Basko, Lawyer for Indepedent Media
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
LEGAL INFO: http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com
MUSIC & FILM LAW BLOG: http://suebasko.blogspot.com
-------- Original message --------

From: Susan M Basko <suebaskomusic@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Jan 18, 2014 at 3:30 AM
Subject: oooh not good
To: Kirsten Olson

Hello, Joseph is sounding not good at all. He sounds very "This is the end," but it really is just
supposed to be "This is the end of him posting stupid stuff on Twitter."
His whole tone has changed and I wonder if something happened that he is not talking about.
Yeah, I think he hacked to get the account back from you. And my emails are not loading right
and it is the first time ever that happened. I guess he is showing us his skillz. I wonder if he is in
both of our emails?? (Hello Jojo are you reading this??)
Jay Leiderman has been viciously defaming me on Twitter for days now, and sending me
atrocious emails today. Just shocking creepy stuff. I don't give back in like kind. I have posted
NO tweets or anything at all about Jay or the situation, and I won't (I don't think I will
anyway).
Jay is being a Sore Loser. I think Jay L, Neal R, Vince in the Bay, and CnyR3bel all were
working on a plan to send Joseph back to prison. It did not work, and I was the lawyer handling
it. And they all spend their time denigrating my skills, etc. So it was a Sore Loser
Deluxe situation.
-- Sue

*This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)

does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information
transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.** Sue Basko, Lawyer for Indepedent Media*
*California and Illinois *
*EMAIL: **suebasko@gmail.com* <suebasko@gmail.com>
* phone: 310-770-7413*
*LEGAL INFO: **http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com*<http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com/>
* <http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com/>MUSIC & FILM LAW BLOG: *
*http://suebasko.blogspot.com * <http://suebasko.blogspot.com/>
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Susan M Basko <suebaskomusic@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Jan 18, 2014 at 1:59 PM
Subject: Re: oooh not good phone number
To: Kirsten Olson

Kirsten, I have a sick feeling that maybe Joseph has become involved with Scientologists. This
week, he was actually calling the Scientology offices and their lawyers and discussing their
battle against Anonymous and saying he wanted to work with them against Anonymous. Next,
he was saying terrible things to me, and referring to some mysterious other group of people who
would be helping him and saying he had all these people and betraying your trust, etc. He is
so unstable I could totally see him joining up with Scientology. Except he would become one of
their many slave boys.
---------- Forwarded message ----------

Date: Mon, 20 Jan 2014 22:54:37 +0100
Subject: please let me know if you get this DO NOT DELETE
From: suebaskomusic@gmail.com
To:
CONFIDENTIAL - DO NOT DELETE.
Dear Kirsten,
Please be my witness, in confidence, that I am telling you I have tried extremely hard to get
Joseph to stop posting anything at all about Jay Leiderman or Neal Rauhauser, or anyone else,
and I cannot get him to agree to abide by this. I have tried to persuade him on every angle and
benefit of just leaving them alone, and he will not agree.

I am no longer representing Joseph and he does not want me to, because one of the obvious
things I need is for him to stop posting about these people and to remove past items from all
locations.
My integrity is being publicly called into question by Jay Leiderman. I need a witness that I am
telling now that I have tried extremely hard to get Joseph to stop. I am hoping he hears this in the
back of his head somehow and acts upon all the reasons I have given him to stop, but so far, this
has not happened.
- Susan Basko 1/20/2014
-*This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information
transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.** Sue Basko, Lawyer for Indepedent Media*
*California and Illinois *
*EMAIL: **suebasko@gmail.com* <suebasko@gmail.com>
* phone: 310-770-7413*
*LEGAL INFO: **http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com*<http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com/>
* <http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com/>MUSIC & FILM LAW BLOG: *
*http://suebasko.blogspot.com * <http://suebasko.blogspot.com/>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Susan M Basko <suebaskomusic@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Mar 10, 2014 at 12:00 PM
Subject: Re: Confidential and Crimes against federal employees
To: Kirsten Olson
Dear Kirsten,
Okay, now you are getting why I told you to disengage from Joseph. As much as we both
enjoyed him, and enjoyed helping him, he is trouble. He can be funny, and smart at times, and
outrageous and hilarious, but he lacks common sense and he is trouble.
JOSEPH - He needs to get his act together. I trust that between Agnes and Mrs Frank, both of
whom are very strong women, they will help him get his act together. I just keep him in my
prayers and have faith that God will work miracles with and for him.

I don't think Joseph will do anything illegal to you. And I don't fear he will do anything to me. I
think down deep, he knows that we both care about him, for real. it is good for him to know that
some really good people do care about him. We don't approve of his actions, but we care about
him as a person.
BUT AS I SAID BEFORE - to protect yourself, make sure you are not getting involved. Don't
get caught up where you could be construed as "aiding and abetting" his actions.
First, I really stopped paying attention to Joe and his doings some time ago. I have seen bits of it
and none of it makes sense, really. I have NEVER once gone onto his website, so I have no clue
what is there. I was aware from the get-go that he logs info on visitors, and despite his best
attempts to get me to go there, I never did.
Second. Jay Leiderman is as much of a troll as Joseph, possibly worse, because he is a lawyer
with some power. Jay has been participating in and encouraging harassment of me for over a
year, and then he started in on Joseph. Jay is completely unprofessional and in my opinion,
unknowledgeable on the law.
Third, I read the lawsuit supposedly filed by James McGibney (Bullyville). It is a nonsense
nuisance suit. The three lawyers on it (including Jay L) all seem to be clueless on the law. The
suit is pure non-legal nonsense. It is some paranoiac's version of revenge against a mismatched
hodgepodge of people. It is the kind of lawsuit that causes lawyers to lose their licenses, for
filing something so incredibly stupid. Jay L lost 100% of any slight credibility he may have had
when he signed on to something so stupid.
The lawsuit is not about "helping revenge porn victims," it is about claiming that a group of
unrelated people on twitter were defaming James McGibney via his "bully ville"
account. Legally, it is pure nonsense and nuisance. It does not make even one lick of sense,
legally. Also, the same lawyer filed a nuisance nonsense lawsuit for McGibney in a different
Court ( fed court in Nevada) and it was thrown out quickly. There are lawyers who truly do not
know about law, but they are licensed. They run around taking money from people who have
some to throw away.
Fourth, I took a look at the Bullyville twitter and it is a harassment account. There is no rightful
reason for an account to be harassing other people saying they are rapists or predators. If
someone is, call the police. Don't tweet about it or harangue people. That account should be
closed permanently by Twitter.
Twitter causes a LOT of problems by allowing people to stalk and harass others on Twitter,
nonstop. Therefore, many of the most active users on twitter are terrible abusers. It's a real
problem.
Fifth, I have Jay Leiderman blocked on twitter. So, I do not see much of his stupidity and
taunting. I never respond and do not participate. He shows himself to be the moron he is. He

seems to have a fan club consisting of sock puppets, stalkers, clueless morons, and FBI agents'
sock puppets.
The few times I have looked at Jay L's account, he has obvious FBI agents luring him on, getting
him to post his nonsense. Jay does not seem to get it -- if you are surrounded by "people"
agreeing with you and trying to get you to say more, you can be pretty darn sure they are FBI
agents.
Sixth (I LOVE NUMBERING THINGS, IT Helps me organize my thoughts..) I DID read the
tweet where Jay L said he was going to countersue Joseph and include me and Mrs. Frank. I saw
it because someone retweeted it. That is Jay being a total moron. First, I am not suing Jay L, so
how would he be "countersuing" me? You can't "countersue" someone who is not suing you.
Same with Mrs Frank. How would Jay be countersuing her?
And -- Jay is a real idiot to be harassing another lawyer in such a way. He is totally
unprofessional. He is going to "countersue" me because a while back, I represented a man that
Jay filed a false police report against?
When my son was little (he is now a grown adult and a father himself), I had a saying I would
tell myself. I made the saying up after being at the children's zoo and watching the little
monkeys have a tea party with the monkey trainer supervising. The monkeys would throw their
bananas, make faces at the kids watching through the glass, poke at each other, etc. And the
monkey trainer would remain calm and collected and not get involved, but would move any
monkey from danger, etc. MY SAYING WAS: "Remember, you are not a monkey. You are the
monkey trainer." And by that, I meant never to get involved in the nonsense, just calmly remain
outside it, observe it if needed, take remedial action if possible, but do not participate. AND -this has been advice for myself in how I deal with any misbehaving type of people, including
those on Twitter. I file reports on them. I report or show their abusive tweets to authorities when
that can be useful. But I do not reply or get involved.
I have used this same advice very often in my adult life -- just step outside the fracas and do not
be involved. I have extremely low tolerance for any sort of arguing or abuse or disrespect.
Seventh - Joseph is not filing a lawsuit against 58 people. This is his fantasy, his troll, his
pretend lawsuit. The smart ones are having fun with it. The ONLY reason Jay thinks the
lawsuit might be real is because Jay himself just signed on to an equally stupid lawsuit, the one
filed by McGibney.
I posted a tweet a while back saying:
"I have absolutely nothing to do with the pretend Camp v Leiderman lawsuit. However, of the
two, Camp has more legal knowledge, is more ethical."
And I Meant it! it got read and picked up widely. I do not approve of Joseph's actions, but Jay's
actions are far worse, since he is a licensed lawyer.

I get all these idiots saying things about me, posting things. But -- and this is the important part - I NEVER participate. I simply do not ever post anything about any of them. My tweet, above,
was my first and last public statement on the topic.

-- Sue

This email may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and or otherwise protected
from disclosure to anyone other than its intended recipient(s).
Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly prohibited.
Sue Basko, Lawyer for Indepedent Media
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
LEGAL INFO: http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com
MUSIC & FILM LAW BLOG: http://suebasko.blogspot.com

-------- Original message --------

From: Susan M Basko
Date: 04/05/2014 1:47 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: Kirsten Olson
Subject: Re: RESTRAINING ORDER AGAINST JOSEPH CAMP
Hello,
I never go on his blog. It sounds like he was trying to get your attention by being mean to you -like the old thing of pulling the girl's pigtails? I know, I dislike it too. I prefer when men try to
get my attention by being nice to me. I think they also do not understand how vulnerable we
really are to attack. Men should protect us, but so often they do not.
If he will remove the things off his website, can you two be settled? I would so much like to see
peace.
-- Sue

This email may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and or otherwise protected
from disclosure to anyone other than its intended recipient(s).
Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly prohibited.
Sue Basko, Lawyer for Indepedent Media

California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
LEGAL INFO: http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com
MUSIC & FILM LAW BLOG: http://suebasko.blogspot.com

-------- Original message --------

On Apr 5, 2014 3:29 PM, "Susan M Basko" <suebaskomusic@gmail.com> wrote:
Oh, dear. I will text him and ask him to remove all that stuff. I don't ever go on his website so I
have no idea what he is doing. I don't know if he will listen to me or not. I kind of doubt it. But
I will try.
People pose my phone number every day and also post my private emails all over the place.

This email may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and or otherwise protected
from disclosure to anyone other than its intended recipient(s).
Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly prohibited.
Sue Basko, Lawyer for Indepedent Media
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
LEGAL INFO: http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com
MUSIC & FILM LAW BLOG: http://suebasko.blogspot.com

-------- Original message --------

From: Susan M Basko
Date:04/05/2014 4:08 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: Kir Claire
Subject: Re: RESTRAINING ORDER AGAINST JOSEPH CAMP
You are afraid of Joe, or you are afraid of other people knowing where you are?

This email may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and or otherwise protected
from disclosure to anyone other than its intended recipient(s).
Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly prohibited.

Sue Basko, Lawyer for Indepedent Media
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
LEGAL INFO: http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com
MUSIC & FILM LAW BLOG: http://suebasko.blogspot.com

-------- Original message --------

From: Sue Basko [mailto:suebasko@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 3:13 PM
To: Paul Gianni
Subject: Please help - Via View, McGibney and Leiderman
RE: VIA VIEW, MCGIBNEY AND LEIDERMAN
Dear Mr Gianni,
I am writing to you because I have read you are the new attorney for Via View and I suspect you
may have more legal knowledge and sense than the prior attorneys. Jay Leiderman, who is a
criminal defense lawyer and one of the owners of the hacker group Anonymous' twitter account
@YourAnonNews, is filing all sorts of things for Via View, none of which make any sense, in
my opinion. He has sent our all sorts of half-baked subpoenas against people for exercising their
basic First Amendment rights. HE also managed to get TROs against 2 different men who live
far out of California and were served at the last minute.
In each of the TROs, Leiderman swore to the court that the men had engaged in workplace
violence against McGibney. I know nothing about Tom Retzlaff, other than that he seems to be a
random person who does not know about any of this. I have heard he is a missionary in a
different country.
The one that concerns me is Joseph Camp. Joseph has never been in California, has never been
violent to anyone. He has made no threats of violence. He is a skinny computer nerd, soft spoken
and very polite. Leiderman and McGibney have viciously attacked him for months. They have
done the same to me. They have posted my personal correspondence on twitter (after it was
hacked) and posted defamation of all sorts, including shocking sexual defamation. It has been a
shocking experience. I am a Grandma, a lawyer, and very conservative in what I view or
associate with -- I have a lifelong practice of not viewing any pornography, violence, or such
things. I actually do not watch TV at all. To have these men posting horrifying lies about me, and
doing so over and over and over again, and demeaning me and maligning my character, has been
utterly shocking.
IF ALL THIS NONSENSE does not end immediately, I intend to hold Via View financially
liable. Joseph Camp has been harassed and stalked for months by McGibney and Leiderman.
Leiderman filed a false police report against Joseph. The two of them also harassed Joseph and

his parole officer and Joseph's family by posting their phone numbers and information on
Twitter. They repeatedly posted Joe's parole officer's phone number on Twitter and encouraged
all the trolls and stalkers to call her and harass her -- which they did, in droves.
I have never seen Joseph go back at them. He certainly has never threatened violence and lives
on the side of the nation. He has never been in California and had no plans to go there. He has a
tiny locked twitter account, which is all I have ever seen him use. He DOES exercise his First
Amendment rights, but I have never even seen him use a curse word. Leiderman and McGibney
seem to be two bullies. Leiderman appears to be using legal process to stalk and harass many
people, including me. NOW WHAT JAY LEIDERMAN is doing to attack me: Leiderman sent
me a subpoena, that is not sealed by the court, which I think makes it invalid. He sent it on very
little notice, which is also abusive. In it, he requests all sorts of my legal work, that is protected.
He claims I do not have the right to attorney client privilege because I am suspected of
"conspiracy" with Joe Camp. THIS IS SO NUTS ON SO MANY LEVELS! First, that exception
to the privilege is clearly ONLY in criminal law investigations being done by law enforcement
agencies -- not by Jay Leiderman in his paranoia and weirdness. Second, Joe Camp has not even
done anything that he was not entitled to do under the First Amendment. At least, I have seen no
such thing. Third, I have absolutely no control or influence on Joe Camp, and even if I did, I
would never misuse it. This is utterly shocking to have such bizarre accusations launched at me
by Leiderman, but he has been doing this for months. In fact, I have told Joe Camp many times
to just ignore Jay Leiderman because Leiderman seems to be mentally unhinged. Leiderman and
McGibney have both publicly posted untold amounts of absolutely utterly shocking defamation
"about" me. They have apparently hacked or purchased my private correspondence and
posted that, also, on their Twitter accounts. Meanwhile, I tweet about news stories, good music,
and recipes. I have no clue why these two bizarre bullies are attacking me.
IF ALL THIS DOES NOT END IMMEDIATELY I INTEND TO HOLD VIA VIEW
FINANCIALLY RESPONSIBLE.
Thank you for any assistance you can give to help this situation.
- Susan Basko
Susan Basko, Esq.
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
http://suebasko.blogspot.com
http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com
This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information
transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.

-------- Original message --------

From: Sue Basko [mailto:suebasko@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 4:19 PM
To: Paul Gianni
Subject: EMERGENCY PLEASE NOTE
Dear Mr Gianni,
Are you aware that the email I sent to you has now been posted online on pastebin?
http://pastebin.com/uDBkxNFH
Susan Basko, Esq.
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
http://suebasko.blogspot.com
http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com
This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information
transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.

-------- Original message --------

From: Sue Basko [mailto:suebasko@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 4:27 PM
To: Paul Gianni
Subject: EMERGENCY NOTE/ VERY IMPORTANT
Dear Mr Gianni,
Apparently the email I sent you recently was just posted at http://twitter.com/bullyville
That is McGibney's email.
Susan Basko, Esq.
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
http://suebasko.blogspot.com
http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com

This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information
transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.

-------- Original message --------

From: Sue Basko
Date:04/22/2014 11:08 AM (GMT-05:00)
To: Kir Claire
Subject: Legal Notice
Dear Kirsten,
Do not give or show my correspondence with you to anyone. This is an invasion of my privacy
rights. I have seen some of our correspondence appearing online. There is NO ONE that has a
right to ask for or to be given my personal correspondence. If you have given my correspondence
to anyone, I consider this a showing of a lack in character as well as a problem with your
character and fitness to practice law. Each of my emails is clearly marked that it is for the
intended recipient ONLY.

Susan Basko, Esq.
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
http://suebasko.blogspot.com
http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com

This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information
transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: "Sue Basko" <suebasko@gmail.com>
Date: Apr 25, 2014 9:37 AM
Subject: REMOVE THEM OFFLINE
To: "Kir Claire"

Cc:
DEAR KIRSTEN,
I am asking you to undo the damage you have caused and take steps to remove the email(s) you
gave to Leiderman or some other harassing person from every location online. I am shocked
you did such a thing, but the least you can do is take steps to demand its removal online.

Susan Basko, Esq.
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
http://suebasko.blogspot.com
http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com

This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information
transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Sue Basko <suebasko@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Apr 25, 2014 at 9:27 AM
Subject: OUR EMAIL POSTED ONLINE
To: Kir Claire
Dear Kirsten,
What appears to be an email between us is being posted online by Leiderman's troll crew. I have
told you NOT to give my emails to ANYONE. If you made such a mistake, do not go any
further. I told you to give my emails to NO ONE. Each of my emails is marked with
confidentiality notice.

Susan Basko, Esq.
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
http://suebasko.blogspot.com
http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com

This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information

transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Sue Basko <suebasko@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Apr 25, 2014 at 10:21 AM
Subject: Re: OUR EMAIL POSTED ONLINE
To: Kirsten Olson
Hello, Stay safe. The people bothering you are most likely connected to your releasing personal
emails. This has caused a great deal of harm. It is imperative that you have these things removed
and do not give any more items to anyone!

Susan Basko, Esq.
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
http://suebasko.blogspot.com
http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com

This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information
transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.

-------- Original message --------

From: Sue Basko
Date: 04/25/2014 12:52 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: Kir Claire
Subject: IMPORTANT
DEAR KIRSTEN,
I have been given access to Joe's website. If there is something on there that you think endangers
you, please let me know and I will delete it. That is if I can get on there and figure it out. Please
just let me know.

-- Sue

Susan Basko, Esq.
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
http://suebasko.blogspot.com
http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com

This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information
transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.

-------- Original message -------From: Sue Basko [mailto:suebasko@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 10:58 AM
To: Jay Leiderman; Kir Claire
Subject: Re: OUR EMAIL POSTED ONLINE

ADDENDUM:
MR. LEIDERMAN: You seem confused. I not only have the right, I have the OBLIGATION to
protect my legal work from being subpoenaed, when this is not a court-ordered subpoena and
this is a court hearing where discovery is not even part of the procedure.
Not only was I acting as a lawyer to Joe Camp, but Kirsten Olson was acting as his personal
advisor trying to help him adjust to life. You have no right to any of this.

-- Sue B

Susan Basko, Esq.
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
http://suebasko.blogspot.com
http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com

This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information

transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.
-------- Original message -------From: Sue Basko
Date:04/25/2014 1:11 AM (GMT-05:00)
To: Kirsten Olson
Subject: Re: Legal Notice
Dear Kirsten,
A court has NOT ordered this subpoena. Nor would a court do so. The workplace violence
hearings are very simple and based on if there was or was not workplace violence. The court
will not allow abusive subpoenas to uncover the legal work of a lawyer.
You do not have to attend, since you are from out of state. Also, my emails with you are part of
my legal work in trying to assist Joe, and each is clearly marked as confidential. Also, the
information therein is neither material nor relevant to the Workplace Violence petition.
MY Writing to you is absolutely protected legal work under CA law, and I am including the
pertinent legl sections in this letter.
You absolutely do not have my permission to make any of my emails available to anyone. You
have made some of my emails available to others, as I have seen them online. This clearly
reflects poorly on your ability to practice law.
I AM STATING THAT YOU ARE NOT TO MAKE ANY OF MY WRITTEN
CORRESPONDENCE AVAILABLE TO ANYONE. THERE IS NO COURT ORDER FOR
YOU TO MAKE SUCH AVAILABLE TO ANY PERSON AND THERE WILL NOT EVER
BE SUCH A COURT ORDER. IF YOU GIVE MY WRITTEN CORRESPONDENCE BASED
ON A WRONGFUL, ABUSIVE SUBPOENA FISHING EXPEDITION, I WILL REPORT
THIS TO THE FLORIDA AND ILLINOIS BARS, WITH THE FEDERAL OFFICE OF
INSPECTOR GENERAL, AND MAY FILE A SUIT FOR INVASION OF PRIVACY, ETC.
If you make any more of my personal correspondence with you available to anyone, I will be
filing bar complaints and /or suing. I am non-litigious, but this is serious.
The CA workplace violence orders are very simple and they are based on the simple fact that a
person has committed violence against a person in their workplace, or that there has been a
credible threat and immediate likelihood of this happening. THAT is not the case at al in this
instance.

The CA workplace violence hearings do not involve discovery and usually do not involve
testimony. They are simply decided on affidavits where there has been a shooting or fight
between coworkers, etc.,
I AM ATTACHING THE WORKPLACE VIOLENCE PACKET HERE. I AM INCLUDING
THE RELEVANT LAW JUST BELOW. I AM ALSO ATTACHING THE TWITTER REPLY
TO LEIDERMAN'S ABUSIVE SUBPOENA against various accounts there.
FROM THE CALIFORNIA LAW:
1989. A witness, including a witness specified in subdivision (b) of Section 1987, is not obliged
to attend as a witness before any court, judge, justice or any other officer, unless the witness is a
resident within the state at the time of service.
2018.030. (a) A writing that reflects an attorney's impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal
research or theories is not discoverable under any circumstances. (b) The work product of an
attorney, other than a writing described in subdivision (a), is not discoverable unless the court
determines that denial of discovery will unfairly prejudice the party seeking discovery in
preparing that party's claim or defense or will result in an injustice.
-- SUE B.

Susan Basko, Esq.
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
http://suebasko.blogspot.com
http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com

This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information
transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.

-------- Original message -------From: Sue Basko [mailto:suebasko@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 1:37 PM
To: Jay Leiderman
Cc: Kir Claire
Subject: Re: OUR EMAIL POSTED ONLINE

DEAR ME LEIDERMAN:

LET ME REPEAT: If you think I have been in a conspiracy commit workplace violence against
you, this is the correct procedure: Contact the police where you workplace is located and tell
them you think I have been in a conspiracy to commit workplace violence against you. Then, if
the police believe there is merit to the complaint, they will take it to the States Attorney. Then if
the States Attorney wants my emails as evidence, they will get a warrant.
Without that, if any of my emails exchange hands or if I see ANY Postings of my purported
emails or DMs or any other items, I will be reporting whoever has them or posts them as
Cyberharassment, etc. ALSO please be aware that there are MANY impostor / clone accounts in
my name and that posting any such thing as tweets or DMs that you think are me is likely to be
defamation.
And just FYI, I am NOT in any sort of conspiracy against you or anyone.
-- Susan B.

Susan Basko, Esq.
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
http://suebasko.blogspot.com
http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com

This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information
transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.

-------- Original message --------

On Fri, Apr 25, 2014 at 11:32 PM, Sue Basko <suebasko@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Kirsten,
You have apparently given our emails to Leiderman and they are being posted on Twitter. You
are aware that Leiderman is misusing legal process, has no right to these emails, that he is not
acting properly and is clearly not behaving as a lawyer and is violating all ethics, and yet you
continue to engage in this with him and violate my privacy.

Susan Basko, Esq.
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com

phone: 310-770-7413
http://suebasko.blogspot.com
http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com

This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information
transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.

-------- Original message --------

From: Sue Basko
Date:04/25/2014 11:32 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: Kir Claire
Subject: our emails being posted on Twitter
Dear Kirsten,
You have apparently given our emails to Leiderman and they are being posted on Twitter. You
are aware that Leiderman is misusing legal process, has no right to these emails, that he is not
acting properly and is clearly not behaving as a lawyer and is violating all ethics, and yet you
continue to engage in this with him and violate my privacy.

Susan Basko, Esq.
California and Illinois
EMAIL: suebasko@gmail.com
phone: 310-770-7413
http://suebasko.blogspot.com
http://suebaskolaw.blogspot.com

This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient(s)
does not in any way waive privilege or confidentiality. The information
transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom or which it
is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly
prohibited.

-------- Original message --------

On Apr 30, 2014, at 23:43, Sue Basko Law <suebaskolaw@gmail.com> wrote:
LEGAL NOTICE:
You must immediately remove my name and all identifying information from any and all
court filings and exhibits you have made. Please let me know within 30 hours that you have
done this so that I do not need to proceed further.
Also please take notice that I am not "Under investigation" by any Bar, nor would any bar listen
to a bizarre anonymous complaint, filled with falsehoods and illogic, filed by someone unknown
to me who has defamed and stalked me for months on end. Shame on you for using such trash in
a court filing. You must remove that from the court and/or redact my name from such garbage in
the filings and exhibits.
-This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Delivery of this
message to any person other than the intended recipient(s) does not in any way waive privilege
or confidentiality. The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom
or which it is addressed. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying is strictly prohibited.

Sue Basko, Lawyer for Music and Film
California and Illinois

